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An AEM Forms developer is developing an AEM site using JSP and needs to add a link to
client libraries in the generated HTML page.
 
Which tag should the developer add?
 
A. data-sly-call 
B. data-sly-use 
C. ui:includeClientLib 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: This is a tag that can be used to add a link to client libraries in the generated

HTML page. It can include categories of client libraries such as CSS, JavaScript, or theme

files. It can also use minification and concatenation features to optimize the performance of

the web page. 

 

 

An AEM Forms developer wants to create an Interactive Communication.
 
What is a required action the AEM Forms developer needs to perform before it can be
created?
 
A. Setting up Tags 
B. Configure Watched Folder 
C. Setting up a Form Data Model 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: This is a required action that an AEM Forms developer needs to perform

before creating an Interactive Communication2. A Form Data Model is a data source that

provides data for prefilling and submitting an Interactive Communication. It can be based

on a RESTful web service, a SOAP-based web service, a relational database, or an OData

service. 

 

 

 

Which two key features are part of service packs in AEM Forms? (Choose two.)
 
A. Multiple accessibility enhancements 
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B. External repository (Maven 6.5) 
C. Ability to restore deleted pages and tree 
D. GraphQL API for Content Fragments 
 

Answer: A,C

Explanation: These are two key features that are part of service packs in AEM Forms1.

Multiple accessibility enhancements improve the user experience and compliance of

adaptive forms and interactive communications with various accessibility standards. Ability

to restore deleted pages and tree allows users to recover the pages and content trees that

they have accidentally deleted. 

 

 

Which script is part of the "Submit Action" that is used to create a custom AEM Forms?
 
A. run.POST.jsp 
B. dialog.xml 
C. editfields.jsp 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: This is a script that is part of the “Submit Action” that is used to create a

custom AEM Forms2. It can be used to perform custom actions after the form data is

submitted, such as sending an email, invoking a web service, or storing the data in a

database. 

 

 

An AEM Forms developer wants to render a PDF form to the client using the Form service.
The developer needs to invoke a certain method on the
 
com.adobe.livecycle.formsservice.client.PDFFormRenderSpec object to enable the client
rendering.
 
Which option shows the correct way of using the needed method to accomplish the goal?
 
A. setEnableViewerPreferences(true) 
B. setRenderAtClient(RenderAtClient.Yes) 
C. setRenderAtClient(RenderAtClient.Always) 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: This is the method that an AEM Forms developer needs to invoke on the
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com.adobe.livecycle.formsservice.client.PDFFormRenderSpec object to enable the client

rendering. It sets the renderAtClient property to RenderAtClient.Always, which means that

the PDF form will always be rendered at the client side using Adobe Reader or Acrobat. 

 

 

An AEM Forms developer is configuring Watched Folder properties for schedule of
Asynchronous batch processes. By default, the waitTime property is configured as
3,600,000 milliseconds, and the file was created one minute earlier.
 
After how many minutes will the file be picked up from the scanned folder?
 
A. After 29 minutes 
B. After 59 minutes 
C. After 79 minutes 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: This is the time after which the file will be picked up from the scanned folder2

. The waitTime property specifies the time interval in milliseconds between two consecutive

scans of the input folder. The default value is 3,600,000 milliseconds, which is equivalent to

60 minutes. If the file was created one minute earlier, it will be picked up after 59 minutes. 

 

 

Which filter has to be added to the "dispatcher.any" file to enable AEM Forms submission?
 
A. /0025 {/type "allow" /glob "* /bin/xfaforms/submitaction*"} 
B. /0025 {/type "allow" /glob "* /bin/xfaforms/submit*"} 
C. /0025 {/type "deny" /glob "* /bin/xfaforms/submitaction*"} 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: This is the filter that has to be added to the “dispatcher.any” file to enable

AEM Forms submission3. It allows the dispatcher to forward any request that matches the

glob pattern “* /bin/xfaforms/submit*” to the publisher. This pattern covers both submit and

submitaction requests. 
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An AEM Forms developer is assembling three source XDP documents into a single
resultant XDP document using Assembler service in AEM Forms. The resultant XDP
document must contain the three source XDP documents, including their associated data.
 
Which syntax will the developer need to use?
 
A)
 

 
B)
 

 
C)
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D)
 

 
A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
D. Option D 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: This is the syntax that an AEM Forms developer needs to use to assemble

three source XDP documents into a single resultant XDP document using Assembler

service in AEM Forms1. It uses the PDF result element with the includeData attribute set to

true, which means that the resultant XDP document will contain the three source XDP

documents, including their associated data. 

 

 

 

An AEM Forms developer is creating a workflow model for review and approval and needs
to get multiple workflow stages to report the progress of workflow.
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What should be used to meet this requirement?
 
A. Adaptive Form properties 
B. Configuration Manager 
C. Workflow model properties 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: This is what should be used to get multiple workflow stages to report the

progress of workflow2. The workflow model properties include a Progress Tracking tab,

where the developer can define the stages and steps of the workflow and assign them

percentages of completion. 

 

 

 

 

An AEM Forms administrator is configuring "Dispatcher Session Management" for CUGs
and needs to set-up the value for VallowAuthorized" to complete the configuration
correctly.
 
Which value should be used?
 
A. 10 
B. 0 
C. 1 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: This is the value that an AEM Forms administrator needs to set for

VallowAuthorized" to complete the configuration of “Dispatcher Session Management” for

CUGs. The VallowAuthorized" property specifies whether a request with an authorization

header should be cached or not. Setting it to 1 enables caching of authorized requests. 

 

 

Which statement can be used by an AEM Forms developer to create and test the call to the
database that executes a stored procedure in AEM forms JDBC connection?
 
A. Callable Statement Info Editor 
B. Procedure Statement Info Editor 
C. Returnable Statement Info Editor 
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Answer: A

Explanation: This is a statement that can be used by an AEM Forms developer to create

and test the call to the database that executes a stored procedure in AEM forms JDBC

connection1. It allows the developer to specify the name of the stored procedure, the input

and output parameters, and the result set. 

 

 

 

An AEM Forms developer must build accessible Adaptive Forms in forms development.
The developer needs to use an accessibility tool during the building process that will fix any
compliance-related issues in web content.
 
Which accessibility tool will meet this requirement?
 
A. Accessible Name and Description Inspector 
B. Apache Archiva 
C. Maven Integrated Kit 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: This is an accessibility tool that helps developers to inspect and fix any

compliance-related issues in web content. It can check if the web content has proper

labels, descriptions, roles, states, and keyboard support for assistive technologies. 

 

 

 

How does a XFA script behave in an XDP file, based on the XFA script event
"validationState"?
 
A. It is mapped to the Validation expression in adaptive form. 
B. The script is executed at runtime and cannot be overridden in adaptive form. 
C. It is mapped to the Allows multiple selection property in adaptive form. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: This is how a XFA script behaves in an XDP file, based on the XFA script

event "validationState"1. The validationState event occurs when a field value changes and

the field needs to be validated. The script in this event can be used to check the validity of

the field value and set the validation message accordingly. In adaptive forms, this script is

mapped to the Validation expression property of the field, which can be used to define a
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custom validation rule using JavaScript. 

 

 

An AEM Forms developer is creating ClientLib and using guideBridge API methods for
same. The developer uses a method that involves having guideBridge API be invoked on
the click event of the button that is identified by the CSS class savebutton.
 
Which method is the developer using?
 
A. getFileAttachmentMapForSubmit 
B. doAjaxSubmitWithFileAttachment 
C. storeafDataWithAttachments 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: This is a guideBridge API method that can be used to submit an adaptive

form with file attachments1. It can be invoked on the click event of a button that is identified

by the CSS class savebutton. It takes a callback function as an argument that is executed

after the submission is complete. 

 

 

 

An AEM Forms developer is creating Adaptive Form fragments during the process of
creating an AEM form.
 
A. Which best practice should the developer follow when completing this task? 
B. Realize that an adaptive form fragment which is inserted by reference can be edited
from within an adaptive form. 
C. Understand that a Fragment Model Root appears only in XSD-based adaptive forms. 
D. In an XSD-based adaptive form, save the panel as a fragment that includes another
XSD fragment, so the resulting fragment will automatically be bound to the child XSD
fragment. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: This is a best practice that a form developer should follow when creating

adaptive form fragments3. It helps to avoid manual binding of the fragment to the schema

and ensures that the fragment inherits the properties of the parent schema. 
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